29th November 2018

REFERENCE NUMBER:  GCOL T 03/2018 (MPU)

Tender for the provision of servicing and repairs of fire fighting equipment/breathing apparatus equipment to Gozo Channel (Operations) Limited

Clarification No. 2

Reference is made to the above tender, for which deadline for submission of offers is the 11th December 2018 at 09.30am.

Question 1: Section 7(A)(i) states that the tenderers should include with their submittal agreement, conformity and compliance with the General Rules Governing Tendering. These documents have been downloaded from the etenders website however, they are only forms related to guarantee, which are not required for this tender, and they also include a draft of a contract. Kindly attach the documents which need to be signed and uploaded and please advise in which section on the e-PPS application should these documents be uploaded.

Answer 1: As per Clause 7(A)(i) of Section 1 – Instructions to Tenderers, bidders should declare agreement, conformity and compliance with the General Rules Governing Tendering in the Tender Response Format.

Bidders should do so in Section 2 – Eligibility and Administrative Information: Tenderer’s Declaration of the Eligibility/Selection part by ticking the appropriate answer when filling in the tender structure on www.etenders.gov.mt.

Question 2: Section 7(A)(ii) states that the tenderers should include with their offer agreement, conformity and compliance with Tenderer’s Declaration. This form has not been included with the rest of the tender documents and there is no where to upload this form on the e-PPS application. Kindly send us this form and advise in which section we should upload it.

Answer 2: As per Clause 7(A)(ii) of Section 1 – Instructions to Tenderers, bidders should declare agreement, conformity and compliance with the provisions of the Tenderer’s Declaration, the terms of use and the manual for Economic Operators in Tender Response Format.
Bidders should do so in Section 2 – Eligibility and Administrative Information: Tenderer’s Declaration of the Eligibility/Selection part by ticking the appropriate answer when filling in the tender structure on www.etenders.gov.mt.

Question 3: Section 7(A)(iii) states that the tenderers should include with their offer agreement, conformity and compliance with the provisions of Statement on Conditions of Employment. This form has not been included with the rest of the tender documents. Kindly send us this form so that we can include with our offer.

Answer 3: As per Clause 7(A)(iii) of Section 1 – Instructions to Tenderers, bidders should declare agreement, conformity and compliance with the provisions of the Statement on Conditions of Employment in Tender Response Format.

Bidders should do so in Section 2 – Eligibility and Administrative Information: Statement on Conditions of Employment of the Eligibility/Selection part by ticking the appropriate answers when filling in the tender structure on www.etenders.gov.mt.

Bidders are also requested to attach the minimum hourly workers’ costs involving the provision of the employees’ services.

They should do so by uploading the ‘Minimum Hourly Workers Cost’ form in Section 2 – Eligibility and Administrative Information: Statement on Conditions of Employment of the Eligibility/Selection part in the tender structure. This form can be found together with the other forms related to this tender on www.etenders.gov.mt.

All other tender documents, conditions and requirements, which are not superseded by this Clarification, remain in place.